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Case Study
Cowgills

Cowgills is one of the UK’s leading independent Chartered Accountants and business advisors.
Running since 1983, over 200 committed specialists pride themselves on their people culture and
building strong relationships.
See how we help Cowgills boost productivity by over 15% ››
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IT

Our Task

With Communicate Better’s help, Cowgills can

To empower Cowgills to manage a smart, reliable,

benefit from an end-to-end service that covers

and fully converged technology solution that

all their needs (including handsets, core network

proves simple and cost-effective, and ultimately,

access, onsite installation, and training)

MOBILE

TELEPHONY

TELEMATICS

“Cowgills have achieved
a significant 36% in time
savings.

increases productivity.
We also ensure our dedicated support team are

The Strategy

always available for guidance and answer any

Communicate Better deliver smart telephony,

technical questions.

mobile device management, and rich connectivity
to help the team at Cowgills save time and boost

The Results

productivity.

Since the implementation of Communicate
Better’s solutions, Cowgills have achieved a

Our award-winning Cloud-based phone solution

significant 36% in time savings.

This has inevitably led
to greater customer
satisfaction levels,
increased profit, and a
boost in productivity by
over 15%.”

helps Cowgills seamlessly manage calls from
clients, monitor activity, and remain in full control.

This has inevitably led to greater customer
satisfaction levels, increased profit, and a boost in

Life is made easy both in and out of the office.

productivity by over 15%.

Powerful mobile device management helps teams
work from anywhere, anytime, and on any device.

We create success stories. As an award-winning market leader, Communicate Better keeps clients up to
speed with cutting edge technology, providing cost-effective solutions for growing businesses. At the heart of
what we do, comes building lifelong relationships with our customers.
See case study ››
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